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IN THE MAHABHA
CHRISTIAN ELEMENTS
RATA, EXCEPTING THE BHAGAVADGITA.1
the question with regard to the influenceChristianity
has
exerted upon Brahmanism, one of the two great epics,
IN
the R?m?yana, is not to be taken into consideration, for it
was certainly composed before the Christian era and even
its later insertions are not later than the second century
after Christ f then too the home of theR?m?yana is in the
eastern part of India. The case is differentwith theMa
h?bh?rata whose composition extended over at least a mil
lennium.We now know, to be sure, that theMah?bh?rata
gradually attained its enormous size for themost part dur
ing the period between the fourth century B. C. and the
fourth

century

A.

D.,3

nevertheless

it contains

not

only

portions which originated before this period but also single
additions of a later date. Georg B?hler's opinion that the
Mah?bh?rata had attained the final form inwhich we now
have it by the sixth or seventh century is hardly disputed
to-day. Accordingly the historical possibility that Chris
tian elements might have entered into our Mah?bh?rata
text is granted without hesitation; but there is only one
1
Authorized

translation

from

the German

manuscript

by Lydia

G. Robin

son. In the bibliographical references the following abbreviationswill be ob
served: ERE, Encyclop dia of Religion and Ethics) IA, Indian Antiquary]
JAOS, Journal of theAmerican Oriental Society, JRAS, Journal of theRoyal
Asiatic Society.
2
Winternitz, Geschichte der indischenLitteratur, I, 427 ff., especially 439,
440.

*
Op. cit., I, 389ff. ; especially 396, 403.
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single portion that can be said with any certain degree of
probability to betray acquaintance with Christian doctrines
and Christian worship. This is the legend of the Shvetad
v?pa, the "White Island," or the "Island (i. e., the land)
of theWhite People" (Mbh. XII, Chapters 337, 338, ed.
Cale).
All competent critics agree that judging from itswhole
character this passage must belong to the latest interpola
tions of the great epic. Kennedy4 places it in the fifthor
sixth century; on account of considerations to be given
later on I feel compelled to decide in favor of the sixth,
and lay stress on the fact that this date which is essential
formy explanation of the passage can not be assailed on
If this portion really contains an evi
critical grounds.
dence of contact between Brahmanism and Christianity it
at the same time provides a proof of the fact that at the
time and in the country where the final redaction of the
Mah?bh?rata
took place?in the interiorof Northern India
?there

was

as yet no knowledge

worth

mentioning

of the

teachings, theworship and the communal life of Christian
ity; for otherwise this religion would not have seemed so
strange and wonderful to the author of the Shvetadv?pa
episode.
THE

SHVETADVIPA

EPISODE.

I must say in advance that not by any means all spe
cialists acknowledge theChristian basis of the Shvetadv?pa
legend, but that Barth,5 Hopkins6 and others see in it
merely an evidence of poetic fancy. I myself formerly
advocated this standpoint7 and have only recently reached
4JRAS, 1907,481.
5
Religions de Inde, 132.
9
Religions of India, 431, 432. Nevertheless in India Old and New, 161,
Hopkins regards as possible a purely external relationwith the Christians in
Herat

or Merv
T
Translation

which
of

was

brought

the Bhagavadg?t?,

about

by

travels.

Introduction

30.
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Grierson,10
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Kennedy,"

etc. are right in finding in this portion the traces of an
with

acquaintance

Christianity.

Briefly stated the content of the legend is as follows:
relates in the first of the two chapters
The Mah?bh?rata
under discussion that thewise N?rada has been to Shvetad
vipa and from there has brought back the P??charatra
doctrine proclaimed by the god N?r?yana
(which must
be discussed later). In the second chapter the three sons
of the god Brahma, Ekata, Dvita, and Trita (i. e., Nos.
,
2, and 3) took the same journey together with the seven
Rishis.
Shvetadv?pa is more than thirty-two thousand
miles (yojana) northeast (Mbh., XII, v. 12703) or north
(v. 12774) of the mountain Meru on the northern bank
of theMilky Sea. The white luminous inhabitants of this
land

are

supernatural

; they have

beings

no

sense

organs,

they live without nourishment, they exhale rare perfumes
and are without sin. With their glance they blind the
eyes of sinful men and are endowed with other fabulous
peculiarities,

as

such

four

testicles,

sixty

normal

teeth,

and eight fangs (v. 12706). These superhuman beings
worship in their hearts the one invisible God N?r?yana
with softlymurmured prayers and hands always folded
(v. 12787) and are filled with supreme love for him (v.
12798). None among them occupy exalted positions but
all enjoy equal consideration (v. 12790). These latter
statements indeedmake the impression that they are based
upon contact with a Christian community, but I have not
been able to discover a description of the eucharist service
which Grierson tries to find in this chapter.12
6
Indische

Altertumskunde,

II,

2d

ed.,

1118-1119.

see my translation
"In many
passages;
10
and
elsewhere.
II, 549a
ERE,

of the Bhag.

Intro.

30 note.

UJRAS, 1907,481 ff.
"Prat?pa

Chandra

R?y's

translation

II, 752 note ; Grierson, JRAS, 1907,316.

of

the Mah?bh?rata,

Sh?ntiparvan,
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The entire legend of Shvetadv?pa is full of unheard-of
fancies, behind which however there seems to lurk an
actual knowledge of a Christian country. In favor of this
view we have, besides these features relating to worship
and society which we have just mentioned, the account of
the direction (northeast or east) inwhich Shvetadv?pa is
supposed to lie. In spite of this distinct statementAlbrecht
Weber with almost incomprehensible stubbornness has for
decades maintained the assertion that the account of the
Mah?bh?rata
becomes intelligible only when it is recog
nized to contain traditions of the journeys of pious Indians
toAlexandria and the acquaintance with Christianity which
they gained there. Because of its location Alexandria can
not of course be considered, and I will not stop to waste
words with regard to other utterly foolish localizations.
who

Lassen,

at

any

rate

came

nearer

to the

truth

than

Weber, probably had Parthia inmind,13 where some Brah
mans may have become acquainted with Christianity and
fromwhere theymay have brought Christian doctrines to
India ; but his argument, based on the age of the tradition
that St. Thomas had spread the Gospel in this country,
will not hold good.
Kennedy has recently made an attempt to determine
more

exactly

the

location

of Shvetadv?pa.14

He

proceeds

from the fact that the statements about its location are too
definite for an entirely imaginary country ; they could only
indicate a land on the other side of the great mountain
ranges, Bactria or probably a region lying still farther

north, perhaps the banks of Lake Issyk-Kul "where there
is an abundance of frozen sea," by which evidently the
mythical Milky Sea is to be understood. Kennedy bases
the last assumption on the fact that numerous Nestorian
communities had dwelt on the southern shore of Issyk-Kul.
Page

3, Note

3.

UJRAS, 1907,482.
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in

consideration

our attempt to identify the Indian Milky Sea, for the fol
lowing reasons. In the first place this lake is not so far
from India as we would expect from the statements of the
Mah?bh?rata with regard to the immense distance; in the
second place it is not so large as to give the impression of
an ocean; and in the third place it never freezes over be
cause of its surprisingly warm water. The Kirghiz name
lake"
denotes
"warm
Issyk-Kul
name She-chaj.
The "abundance

as

does

its Chinese

also

of frozen

can

sea"

there

fore inno wise sufficeto give the lake inwinter the appear

ance

of a milky
surface.
It seems to me that

the more

remote

Lake

Balchash15

has a much greater claim to identitywith the Indian Milky
for

Sea,

to-day

it covers

about

twenty

thousand

square

kilometers or about the same size as the kingdom ofW?rt
temberg. Balchashi Nor is a Kalmuck expression and

means

"great

water."

Various

indications

go

to

show

that once in earlier times a much larger lake spread over
where now Lake Balchash lies.
The idea that Lake Balchash is the Indian Milky Sea
becomes
"white

name Ak-Dengis,
from its Kirghiz
intelligible
name
is scarcely
from the
This
derived
ocean."16

fact that the lake is covered with ice from the end of
November until the beginning of April, but may be ac
counted for in the following way. Lake Balchash is extra
ordinarily

shallow

and,

according

to the measurements

of

the Russian geographer L. S. Berg who for the first time
examined the lake with some precision in the summer of
1903, it has a maximum depth of only n meters. This
greatest depth of Berg's measurements is to be found in the
western half, and although according to other apparently
16
information with
regard
My
Gradmann
colleagues,
geographical
Noor."

ieEgli, Nomina Geographica

to this lake
and Uhlig.

I owe

to the kindness

of my

(Leipsic, 1872) in the article "Balkaschi
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information there are said to be places

eastern

part

as much

as

twenty meters

deep,

yet

in the
taking

the lake on the average, it is not nearly so deep; particu
larly the southwestern corner and the whole southern
bank

are

muddy,17

as
low.
characterizes
the water
extremely
Berg
earlier
call it clear.
informants
But this contra

diction signifies nothing, for the water of so shallow a
fresh-water lake would be stirred by the wind to its very

bottom

and would

assume

a milk-white

color.

This,

com

rivers,

once

bined with the size and the position of Lake Balchash,
makes it correspond excellently with the Indian Milky Sea.
Then when we consider that themost important of the
ancient trade-routes of Central Asia led from Samarkand
over Tashkent to Kuldsha and Turfan on the south side
of Lake Balchash and that theNestorians had long before
sent theirmissionaries far intoCentral Asia, then
nothing
hinders the assumption of Nestorian settlements on Lake
in the sixth century?about
Balchash
a century and a
half after the establishment in the year 411 of the Chris
tian church of the Sassanid empire fromwhich such colo
nies must

have

The

proceeded.

land of seven

famous for its fertility,on the southeast bank of the lake
was densely inhabited in earlier times;
especially on the
Karatal and Ajagus rivers there are said to be many ruins
of ancient civilization. The assumption is obvious that in
later days these old settlements fell as a sacrifice to the
nations of the Steppes or even to the advancing encroach
ment of the sand.
Prof. Th. N?ldeke wrote me November 6, 1911; "In
the region south of Lake Balchash Nestorian communities
of some size existed as late as in the thirteenth and four
teenth

centuries.

We

know

this

from

the very

numerous

gravestones inscribed with Syriac characters and for the
most part in the Syriac
language?though
dreadfully cor
17
A. Woeikow

in Petermann's

Mitteilungen,

XLIX

(1903),

285.
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rupted?and partly inTurkish, as the people without doubt
spoke Turkish and knew the Syriac only as the language

of

the church."18

The

two

places

Nestorian

containing

churchyards, Pishpek and Tokmak, lie on the slopes of
Mt. Alexander quite close to the southern point of Lake
Balchash.

That Nestorian communities with a regular clergy ex
isted in these regions at so late a period is evidence at any
rate that Nestorians found there in earlier times a flour
ishing abiding place.
From all I have adduced, the identityof Lake Balchash
with the Indian Milky Sea gains at least as much probabil
ity

as

can

be attained

the circumstances.19

under

There

fore I do not hesitate to statemy conviction thatNestorian
colonies which originated in the sixth century on the shore
of Lake Balchash furnished the foundation for the Shve
tadv?pa legend of theMah?bh?rata.
Since Bardesanes,20 as early as the beginning of the
third

century,

mentions

the presence

of numerous

Brah

mans inBactria, there is no objection to assuming that the
account upon which is based the fabulous description of
Christian worship and communal life on the banks of the
Milky Sea was brought through Bactria to northwestern
India. But this information has not been of special sig
nificance for the religious life of India, for no new ideas
are involved which might have come with it into India.
As we shall see later, the idea of divine love and submission
toGod is traceable in India at a much earlier time. In the
story of Shvetadv?pa the author has intended to give only
aus Semirjetschie,
M?moires
de Aa
Grabschriften
18Chwolson,
Syrische
No.
VII
de St. P?tersbourg.
des Sciences
4,
XXXIV,
Series, Vol.
Imp?r.
aus Semir
St. Petersburg,
Grabinschriften
1886, and Syrisch-nestorianische
St. Peters
to the academy
new series presented
28, 1896.
February
jetschie,
1897.
burg,

19
If my identificationis correct the older Indian legends of the Milky

must
of its whirling,
Sea,
especially
Balchash.
regard to Lake
30
In Eusebius,
Evang.,
Praepar.

be

based

VI,

10

upon

obscure

(ed. Gaisford,

information

Vol.11,

p. 83,

with

1.2).
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one proof from outside for the doctrine that divine love is
the most

certain

to supreme

way

salvation.

Nor

has

the

Shvetadv?pa story exerted any actual influence on later
Indian literature ; only in one legend of theK?rmapur?na,
according towhich Shiva in theHimalayas had propounded
theYoga system to his four disciples Shveta, Shvet?shva,
Shvetashikha and Shvetalohita, and in a very similar story
of the V?yupur?na, can remote echoes of our episode be
found.21

In connection

with

these

legends

can

we

scarcely

think with Weber22 of a Syriac-Christian mission which
Still less significant
might have settled in theHimalayas.
than these legends is the fact that in themodern Krishna
and Rama ritual and in the quite late commentary of Svap
neshvara to the Sh?ndilyas?tras attention is given to the
Shvetadv?pa

Weber24

says that there
worship of Krishna in
upon those pilgrimages
to us in the Shvetadv?pa
THE

is a

It

story.23

reckless

overvaluation

story.

OF E. WASHBURN

ATTITUDE

when

can hardly be any doubt that the
India to-day is essentially based
accounts of which are preserved
HOPKINS.

I have said above on page 322 that the Shvetadv?pa
inwhich Chris
legend is the only part of theMah?bh?rata
tian influence can be assumed with any degree of prob
ability.

Hopkins25

sees

a whole

series

of

further

possi

bilities which however do not stand closer inspection, and
rest moreover

upon

the erroneous

assumption

that Chris

tian missionaries had already been actively engaged in
northwestern India ever since the first century. There is
no proof of the presence of Christians in India before the
first half of the third century.

21
Indische
2d
Lassen,
Altertumskunde,
III,
Works,
148 f.
22Indische
Studien,
I, 421, note;
II, 398;
23
Weber,
321.
Krishnajanm?shtam?,
24
Ibid. 319, 320.

25
India Old and New, 152 fr.

ed.,

II,

1119: Wilson,

Krishnajanm?shtam?,

Selected
322.
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Although Hopkins prudently emphasizes "how remark
ably similar may be by mere chance the phraseology of
different religions" (p. 150), and although he confirms
thewarning which lies in thesewords by bringing forward
a number of remarkable parallels between the Veda and
the Old Testament,26 none of which can be suspected on
one side or the other of being either source or copy, yet he
is not restrained by his own warning from deducing the
possibility of a historical connection from the boldest com
binations. He is evidently imbued with the desire to find
Christian influence in theMah?bh?rata
and especially in
we
the Bhagavadg?t?
shall speak in another
(of which
to
and
Krishnaism
have
appear dependent upon
article)
at
the
earliest
date. To be sure he
possible
Christianity
makes some limitations as we should expect from so
thoughtful a scholar, as for instance when on page 159 he
"lays no great weight upon parallels which show a possi
bility of Christian influence," or, on page 160, gives them
"for what they are worth." Then too Hopkins is always
very careful in his expression when stating the parallels,
but nevertheless the whole presentation is calculated to
exert a suggestive effectupon the laity and to arouse faith
in a far-reaching influenceof theNew Testament upon the
Mah?bh?rata.
Considering the importance of the subject
and the attention which Hopkins's essay has found inwide
circles, I am obliged to enter a decided protest against it
and thereforemay not limitmyself to these general obser
vations but must enter more closely into particulars than
I would prefer.
BORN OF A VIRGIN.

In Hopkins (page 159) we read: "Krishna is a by
name of Vyasa, the author of the epic (in so far as the
arranger of themass my be called author), who, though
*

Partly followingKaegi, Der Rigveda, 2d ed., 63 ff.
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not identifiedwith Krishna as Supreme God, is himself
divine, and is described as 'theunborn (that is, the eternal)
and ancient one, the only son of God, born of a virgin,
very part, anca of God.' He is a figure unknown till the
end of the epic, and even his name Vyasas, vy?sas, has a
certain similarity with i?sos."27 But Vy?sa is a good In
dian

word

and

"the

denotes

arranger."

The

seer who

bears this name is not only looked upon as the arranger
of themasses of theMah?bh?rata
but of the four Vedas
as well and also as the author of the Pur?nas.
Not only
the conclusion of the cited passage, where the possibility
of the loan of the name is derived from such an accidental
and unimportant verbal similarity as can easily be alleged
in hundreds of cases from the most different languages,
but the whole statement lacks the objectivity and critical
acumen

towhich

we

are

otherwise

accustomed

in the works

of Hopkins.
In this opinion, which holds good also for
the succeeding comments upon Hopkins, I have in mind
mainly the passage I have italicized above, which is in
tended to make a Christian impression. This quotation
Hopkins has pieced together from parts of three different
verses of theMah?bh?rata
(XII, 13640, 41, 88, ed. Cale.)
in order to bring them into accord with Christian ideas!
Of course for this purpose the epithet "born of a virgin"
is particularly striking. But what is really the case with
regard to it? I think I can give the best account of the
fantastic story of the birth ofVy?sa in thewords ofWin
ternitz:28

"He was the son of a famous ascetic, the Rishi Par?
shara. One day this great saint saw the maiden Satya
vat? who had come into the world in a fish and had been
reared by fisher folk, and he was so enraptured by her
beauty that he besought her love. She would accede to
27
Of course
28
Geschichte

$ is meant.
der

indischen

Litteratur,

I, 268, 269.
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his wishes only on condition that after bearing him a son
she might again recover her virginity. The holy man
granted her thiswish as well as that shewas to lose her fish
odor

and

to exhale

a marvelous

fragrance.

Directly

after

their union, she bore him a son upon an island in theYa
mun? and the boy was called Dvaip?yana,
'the island-born/
He grew tomanhood and soon devoted himself to a life of
asceticism, but Satyavat? having resumed her virginity
became later thewife of Sh?ntanu, the king of Kuru."
It is for this reason, therefore, thatVy?sa was called
the "son of a virgin" (k?n?na) although his birth was
brought about by natural procreation; and yet Hopkins,
who was surely acquainted with this story from his inti
mate acquaintance with the contents of theMah?bh?rata,
tried to see in it a parallel to the legend of the supernatural
birth of Christ!
THE

DIVINE

SACRIFICE.

After the sentence here criticized Hopkins continues:
"Then of theGod Krishna it is said : 'He, the guardian of
his flock, the sinless God, theLord of theworld, consented
to the death of (himself and) his race that he might fulfil
the word of the seers/ where, ifwe had shepherds and
prophets, the comparison would be very striking."
This quotation from theMah?bh?rata
(XVI, 161-163;
ed. Cale.) deals with the destruction which as a result of
a curse of G?ndh?r? had befallen theY?dava
race whose
The men fell to quarrelling in a
leader was Krishna.
drunken bout and slew each othei with clubs ;but Krishna
himself was mistaken in the forest for an antelope by a
hunter with the name Jara, "old age," and was slain by
an arrow inhis only vulnerable spot on the sole of his foot.29
The verses quoted by Hopkins, which Vasudeva,
the hu
man father of Krishna, speaks, read as follows in a literal
29
Winternitz,

op. cit., I, 317.
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(the winner

Govinda

.recognized

of

as the eternal, sinless, imperishable
herds, i. e., Krishna)
God ; and thismy son who was themighty Vishnu himself
(i. e., inwhom Vishnu had become incarnate) looked upon
the destruction of his own race and permitted it to take
place. He, the Lord of the world, desired that the word
of Gandh?r? and the Rishis should not appear vain, O op
pressor of the enemies." Who with unprejudiced judg
ment could consider Christian influence even possible in
this utterance and in the act to which it refers ? Hopkins
inspires?unconsciously

of course?the

of such

appearance

an influence by the suggestive addition "of himself," and
by the Christian coloring of the wording of his transla
tion. Krishna did not perish with all his house for the
purpose "that he might fulfil the word of the seers," but
in order that a genuine Indian curse might be fulfilled as
occurs

in Brahman

literature

narrative

with

annoying

frequency.

THE
Hopkins

UTTERMOST

continues:

PARTS

"Another

OF THE

SEA.
., close

passage..

to bib

lical phraseology, may be found in the description of the
avenging spirits: 'If thou goest into the depths of the
earth, or if thou shouldst fly above, or if thou fleest to the
further side of the sea, still thou shalt find no escape from
them' (Mhb. IV, 428); as compared with the psalmist's
words,

'Whither

shall

I fly...

. into heaven....

Sheol....

the uttermost parts of the sea?' (Ps. cxxxix. 7ff.)."
Might not this passage in the Psalms equally well be
compared with the verse, many centuries older, in the
famous Varuna hymn of Atharvaveda
(4, 16, 4) : "Who
soever

were

to flee far away

from heaven,

could

not

escape

fromVaruna the king," and would we not have to see in
this parallel a new warning against the attempt to found
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a loan hypothesis upon such similarities of expression?30
Here too we must not consider the verse of theMah?bh?
rata

from

apart

the situation

to which

it is related.

K?

chaka wishes to seduce Draupad?, but she rejects him and
threatens him with the revenge of her five husbands who
are Gandharvas. And now just imagine how the poet in
describing this situation could have had inmind a verse
of thePsalms and have depended on thatwhereas through
out thewhole context of these stories not a single trace of
biblical influence can be found! To the possible objection
that we should consider that such biblical phrases had al
ready been adopted at this time in Brahman India, and
might have been used even without remembering their
source,

itmay

be answered

that, apart

from

the great

in

trinsic improbability, the extraordinary scarcity of really
argues against it.
striking parallels in the Mah?bh?rata
There is not the slightest reason to question the Indian
originality of such passages.
The next quotation, "Thou seest the faults of others,
though they be no larger than mustard, but thine own
faults thou canst not see though theybe as large as a bilva
tree" (Mbh., I, 3069) indicates only such a uniformity of
thought with the familiar passage in the Bible, as can be
accounted

for on general

considerations,

but not

the char

acteristic figure of themoat and beam in the eye.
THE

SAINT ON THE

STAKE.

Hopkins then brings forward at the end of the para
graph a very singular parallel: "Even the crucifixion has
its analogy in the story of the Stake-Saint (impaling being
the equivalent of crucifixion), who was unjustly impaled
with thieves, but he did not die like the thieves and so
awakened thewonder of the royal guard. They went and
told the king, who was frightened when he heard of it
80
See

above,

page

329.
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and came to the Saint on the Stake and besought his for
giveness, which was granted as the king had acted ig
norantly. He is besung in all the worlds as the Impaled
One. ... It is perhaps not impossible that there is here the
echo of Christian story." On the contrary it is quite im
It is only necessary to
possible and entirely excluded.
examine more closely the story in the Mah?bh?rata
(I,
Chaps. 107, 108) in order to find that the only similarity
to the crucifixion of Christ consists in the fact that it is
an

innocent

man

often

enough
for narrative

even

This
has happened
is executed.
who
an effectual
on earth, and has proved
theme
our
case
in the literature
In
of all nations.

the manner

is not

of death

the same.

The Indian story is as follows : For many years M?n
davya, the anchorite, has sat in frontof his hermitage with
upraised

arms

observing

the vow

of silence.

One

day

rob

bers pursued by the police come running up and hide their
booty in the hermitage, concealing themselves near by. The
pursuers ask the hermit which way the robbers fled and
of course

receive

no

answer

from him.

Soon

they catch

the thieves and find the booty inM?ndavya's
hermitage,
he
is
of
the
with
robbers,
suspected
whereupon
complicity
is brought before the king, and sentenced to death. The
executioners impale M?ndavya, but he still continues to
live by virtue of his asceticism although he receives no
food, and by this same virtue he summons other saints
who come at night in the form of birds and sorrowfully
ask him forwhat guilt he is obliged to suffer themartyr
dom of impaling. M?ndavya answers : "Upon whom shall
I lay the blame? No one else (but myself) brings this
upon me." The king receives the information thatM?n
davya keeps alive in some miraculous way, and hastens to
beg his pardon and to have the stake of martyrdom taken
down. But when he tries to draw the stake from the body
of the hermit he is not successful, and therefore cuts it
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off at the surface of the body. M?ndavya goes away bear
ing in his body the point of the stake during the rest of his
life, and

continues

to practise

his

efficacious

asceticism.

But from that time on he was known throughout the entire
world as An? M?ndavya, "M?ndavya with the peg." One
day he betook himself to the abode of Dharma, the god of
justice, and asked the deity seated upon his heavenly throne
forwhat unwittingly committed sin he now had to endure
such horrible suffering. Dharma told him that the punish
ment was because once when he was a child he had pierced
insects in the back with a reed. Thereupon M?ndavya
cursed the god that he should be born again as a Sh?dra,
because he had inflictedso disproportionately severe a pun
The curse was of
ishment for a childish misdemeanor.
course fulfilled.
Is not the genuinely Indian impression of this fantastic
tale most obvious? Can we conceive of a larger number
of characteristically Indian features than the type of the
hermit, the supernatural power of his asceticism which
performs impossible miracles and in the face of which the
gods themselves are powerless, the idea of unfailing re
taliation for every deed and the inevitable curse at the
How

end?
comes

can

a scholar

to the conclusion

otherwise
that

there

so clear

sighted, who
connec
is no historical

tion in the hundred times greater similarity of New Testa
ment narratives with their Buddhist parallels consider it
even possible to find in the story just related an echo of
the account of the passion of Christ?31 It becomes psycho
logically comprehensible only through a religious tempera
ment which is instinctively impelled to discover transmis
seeks such reasons for
sions from Christianity. Who
Christian influence on the Mah?bh?rata
gives the best
81
In his Religions of India, p. 432,Hopkins has wisely declared this idea

to Christian
due
influence
that the great
"It is not of course
impossible:
is crucified
is taken by the 'king's men,'
im
'saint of the stake'
(or literally

paled) among thieves, and lives so long that the guard go and tell the king

of the miracle."
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evidence by this very fact that such influence does not
exist.
THE

ORIGIN

OF KRISHNAISM.

From these details I turn to a question ofmore general
significance, namely the problem of the origin of Krishna
ism, of which the oldest continuous source is theMah?bh?
rata. What we learn from the great epic with regard to
thedevelopment of this religion and the connection inwhich
it belongs is briefly as follows:
the war

In

between

the Kauravas

and

the P?ndavas,

which forms the kernel of theMah?bh?rata, Krishna, the
scion of the S?ivata branch of the Y?dava
tribe and the
leader of this small nomadic people, stands as friend and
The conjecture that
helper on the side of the P?ndavas.
the figure of Krishna is derived from a non-Aryan nation
the name

because

denotes

or

"black"

"dark"

and

because

is represented in art as a man of a dark blue
is
color,32 untenable ; for not only the name "Krishna" but
also the names of his parents and of his tribe are good

Krishna

names.

Aryan

In the oldest portions of the epic Krishna

but

a

human?yes

and

all

too

is nothing
for

human?person;

the

P?ndavas do not destroy their enemies in honorable battle
but by cunning and treachery, and it is always Krishna
who instigates and defends the treachery. This to be sure
may find its explanation in the fact that theMah?bh?rata
was originally a poem in honor of the Kauravas which
the stigma of a
attached to the friend of the P?ndavas
tricky and deceitful man, and that itwas worked over at
a later time into a P?ndava epic in which of course the
ally of its heroes must be glorified. But still it is remark
able that those features of deceit and treachery were not
eradicated from the character of Krishna in recasting the
92
L.

D.

Barnett,

JRAS, 1907,961.

Bhagavadg?t?

translated.

Introduction,

50;
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ancient epic ; for this proves that at the timewhen the re
vision took place Krishna still lived in thememory of the
people

as

a

thoroughly

human

personality.

I will treat later on of the probable motive of the exal
tation of Krishna into the sphere of the superhuman, but
first I shall give only the facts as far as we have use for
them here.

From the leader of a half-savage nomadic tribeKrishna
became firsta demigod and then the tribal deity of theY?

davas?a

process

to which

an

analogy

in modern

India

may be brought forward in the exaltation of theMar?tha
chief Shivaji to divine dignity.33
The descendants of the victorious P?ndavas were glad
to accept the new god who had promoted the advancement
of their forefathers and bestowed great care upon the
88
In
India Old and New,
105, in the essay, "A Study of Gods."
Hopkins,
to be
the very same passage Hopkins
and R?ma
explains Krishna
"originally
local chieftains
His
of the originally
human
of northern
India."
conviction
nature of Krishna
But farther on in the
could not be more
definitely stated.
in India,"
i. e., in the chapter
book where
it might
be expected,
"Christ
no use of this conviction
in his treatment
and
of Krishna
makes
Hopkins
was
first pub
"A Study
of Gods,"
The
Krishnaism.
essay
just mentioned,
lished in 1899, and hence was written
about the same time as his work Religions

of India (1898), in which Hopkins on pages 467 and 468 calls Krishna an

are surprised
to read this, for a few pages
We
anthropomorphized
god.
a historical
earlier
claims
character
for Krishna
and
(page
465)
Hopkins
in the Ch?nd?gya
Upan
rightly identifies him "with the character mentioned
a human
that Hopkins's
It is evident
ishad, 3, 17, 6," i. e., with
disciple.
of
and not only in the course
to Krishna
have
views with
changed,
regard
at the same time in the
views are presented
contradictory
time, but mutually
same work, yes even within a few pages.
one case in which Hopkins
has re
In note 31 I have
already mentioned
an earlier correct view at a later time by an incorrect one.
Since he
placed
assume
that the earlier
has escaped
this in silence we must
does
exposition
in hand.
the same thing
of the subject
to the detriment
his memory
Exactly
In Religions
of another passage.
of India, page 429, Hopkins
may be observed
but it can
certainly may be suspected,
says that "the teaching of Christianity

not be shown to exist in theDivine Song" (the Bhagavadg?t?) and on page
430 he declares the Christian influenceon this text to be "doubtful to the last
and New
later in India Old
Three
years
(pp. 152 ff.) he expresses
degree."
the ground
of a number
to his former view?on
reference
himself?without
the circum
under
on closer
consideration
of parallels
which
prove nothing
on
of the Bhagavadg?t?
in favor of the dependence
stances,
very decisively

the doctrines of Christianity: "They [the parallels] present a body of evidence
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conclusive
that is, I think, almost
having
can only
to the context
from the other"
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the Fourth
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to influence the Hindu
divines."
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Gospel
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worship of the powerful and popular figure. To the Brah
mans, who at first could not have approved this god who
was avowedly a patron of warriors, and was originally the
tribal deity of un-Brahmanized nomads, nothing remained
but tomake friendswith the new cult if theywished to ex
tend their influence to the worshipers of Krishna.
They
could do nothing better than, by making use of the con
venient

theory

of

incarnation,

explain

as

Krishna

an

in

carnation (avat?ra) of the god Vishnu.34
That this occurred at the latest in the fourth century
B. C. has been contested, to be sure, by Kennedy ;3Snever
theless it certainly follows from the well-known fact that
Megasthenes, who lived as the ambassador of Seleukos
Nikator at the court of P?taliputra from 302 to 288 B. C,
in his accounts as an
unmistakably recognizes Krishna
avat?ra of Vishnu under the name Heracles by the side of
Dionysos (= Shiva).36
In the later portions of the Mah?bh?rata
exaltation
as

has made

the All-God,

as

greater
one with

Krishna's

for there he appears
progress,
the world-soul,
the Brahman.

genuinely Indian was this entire development we
recognize from the fact that it is demonstrated in exactly
How

was
out
"The
carried
in
MCf. Grierson,
ERE,
II, 541&:
incorporation
its fron
the same way as that in which we see Brahmaism
extending
exactly
is going on now before our eyes. Local
The
tiers at the present day.
process
or some other
are discovered
to be identical with Shiva
or aboriginal
deities
and
the distinction
of caste
member
of the Brahmanical
is con
pantheon,
to be R?jputs,
the converts.
ferred upon
or, in
Usually
they are declared
are
The
customs
class.
and beliefs
other words,
of the Kshatriya
aboriginal
no more
in a couple
of generations
ardent
at first left untouched,
and
sup
are to be found
than
of the Br?hmanical
of the claims
priesthood
porters
those who are still fetish-ridden
savages."

"That his reasons (JRAS, 1907, 962 f?.) prove nothing, has been shown
by A. Berriedale Keith (ivid., 1908, 170ff.). Kennedy's reply to this (505 ff.)
has

the situation.
not changed
M
Indische
Altertumskunde,
Lassen,

V?sudeva

II,

2d

ed.,

1107,

1226.

N?r?yana

and

(two by-names of Krishna) and Vishnu have already been identified

which
in Taittir?ya
1, 6 ; i. e., in a passage
X,
belongs
Aranyake,
still older.
Cf. Weber,
to the third century B. C. but is probably

at the latest
Ind. Stud.,

;A. Berriedale Keith, JRAS, 1908, 171,Note 2. J.Kennedy
XIII, 353,Note
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the same way in a second instance, namely in the hero of
the R?m?yana, R?m?, who originally was also purely hu
man,

and

who

became

likewise

transformed

first

a

into

demigod and finally into theAll-God and who likeKrishna
was regarded as an incarnation of Vishnu. Although the
euhemeristic conception has otherwise seldom proved true
in the realm of the history of religion, yet in India from
earliest antiquity down to the present time, it has often
proved to be correct. Not only heroes and founders of
sects but also a large number of poets and authors on
non-religious subjects have been identifiedwith gods or
simply deified in India.37
It has therefore never seemed quite intelligible to me
thatmany such scholars as Tiele, Senart, Barth, Kennedy,
A. Berriedale Keith?really
also A. Weber and Hopkins
in the greater part of his utterances?could
in spite of the
clear

evidence

of our

sources,

have

described

Krishna

as

originally a purely mythical figure, as a sun-god or a vege
tation spirit. Against this conception speak the human
character of Krishna in the oldest parts of theMah?bh?
rata and the entire development traceable throughout the
great epic. Then too the humanization of a primitive deity
which these scholars accept in agreement with Indian
mythology, would have succeeded too well with the Indian
poets to be credible. Krishna is not a humanized god but
a deifiedman, and mythology has reversed the actual rela
tion, as has also been done to be sure in other instances in
the transformation

myths.

It is easy enough to understand that later when
Krishna had become themost popular divinity of the In
dian pantheon and his worshipers related more and more
wonderful stories about him, all sorts of features entered
87
H.
Jacobi
aus
historisches

at the close
of his paper,
und
"Kultur-,
Sprachdem Kautiliya,"
der K. Preussischen
Sitzungsberichte

demie der Wissenschaften, 1911 (XLIV),
522, note, after JA, XI, 56, 149.
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into his cycle of myths and legends which originally be
longed to the ancient sun-god and other deities. The trans
ference

of solar myths

was

upon Krishna

a necessary

con

sequence of his identificationwith Vishnu who was pri
marily a solar god. Grierson38 places a rather high value,
though without adducing this reason, on the influence of
the solar cult, but in other respects takes throughout the
standpoint here presented. Moreover, local divinities may
also have been entirely fused with Krishna and have been
absorbed in him.39 This seems to be verified by the fact
that Dv?rak?, the capital of themature hero Krishna, is
on the west coast of Gujerat, whereas all the legends re
ferring to his childhood and youth are laid in the interior
of the country towards Mathur? on the Yamun?
(near
the present Agra)
and their vicinity. Of course we may
draw no basis for an explanation from all such later addi
tions to the cycle of Krishna legends.
That of all the heroes of the Mah?bh?rata Krishna
alone
due

has
to an

been

incalculable

ticular cause.
chieftains

and

a manner

in so remarkable

exalted

but must

chance,

In the Mah?bh?rata
successful

warriors

is hardly
had a par

have

there is no lack of
who

would

have

been

equally well or better suited for deification. For the ex
planation of the distinction of Krishna, R. G. Bhandarker,
themost eminent Sanskritist among the natives of India,
has proposed a conjecture40 inwhose favor much may be
said, and which has later been verified by others with fur
ther proofs.41
88
In his important article "Bhaktim?rga,"
ERE,
II, 540, b.
89
confused
with
whose
ff.,
1907,
960
J. Kennedy,
JRAS,
I in no wise agree.
however,
speculations,
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Manuscripts
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Internationalen
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Arische
107 ff. Cf.
1888, pp.
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41
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translation
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According to this view Krishna, the son of Vasudeva
and Devak?, was not only a tribal chieftain but also the
founder of a religion which first gained a footing among
theY?davas but soon spread beyond the boundaries of the
tribal community and became of immense importance in the
evolution of religious life in India. This religion is the
originally un-Brahmanic monotheistic religion indepen
dent of Vedic tradition whose adherents were called Bh?
and who worshiped the
gavatas and later P??charatras
under
the
supreme Being
epithets Bhagavat, "the Exalted
One,"42

and

Purusottama,

"the

supreme

When

spirit."

the founder of this religion was deified in Indian fashion
he became identifiedwith the god he had proclaimed ; and
so Krishna, his patronymic V?sudeva, "son of V?sudeva,"
and N?r?yana,

this god.

"son

of man,"

came

to be

names

other

The result then of the later Brahmanization

the sect, as we

have

said before, was

was

that Krishna

of

of
also

made one form of the god Vishnu.
The Bh?gavata religion fromwhich according to this
conception

Krishnaism

arose,

was

primarily

a

popular

Kshatriya religion and probably preached the doctrine of
divine love from the beginning and emphasized the ethical
side

to a much

stronger

degree

than Brahmanism,

espe

cially the requirement to do one's duty. In proof of this
many passages from theMah?bh?rata may be adduced.43
The point of departure from the assumption that
Krishna was the founder of this religion is furnished by a
passage of the old Ch?nd?gya Upanishad
(3, 17, 6) in
which Krishna, "the son of Devak?," ismentioned as the
pupil of a famous sage, theAngirasid Ghora, in connection
with doctrines which bear a pronounced ethical character,
namely asceticism, liberality, uprightness, doing no one
JRAS, 1908,603 ff. ; "TheAN?r?yan?ya and the Bh?gavatas," A, 1908,251 ff.,
ERE,
II, 539 ff. and elsewhere.
253;
especially
"Bhakti-m?rga,"
42
From
this is derived Bh?gavata,
of the Bhagavat."
"worshiper
43
to my translation
of the Bhagavadg?t?,
Introduction
24.
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harm and speaking the truth (v. 4)?these
requirements
are to take the place of the sacrificial fee due to the
priests, and the sacrifice itself is to be represented in the
kind of life to be led.
If we bear in mind at the same time the fact that
Krishna is the son of Devak? also in theMah?bh?rata, and
in

appears

its older

portions

as warrior,

councilor,

and

promulgator of religious doctrines, then the identityof the
personalities can not be questioned and the character of
Krishna as a religious teacher is as well corroborated as
can

be

expected

from

the nature

of the sources.

The

re

is pre
ligion proclaimed by Krishna in theMah?bh?rata
religion, and its chief text-book is
cisely the Bh?gavata
the
the Bhagavadg?t?,
"Song of the Exalted One/' (i. e.,
of Krishna, who is revealed in it as theAll-God) themost
famous episode of theMah?bh?rata.
The entire conception here submitted gains in proba
bility from the fact that Krishna's patronymic V?sudeva
as the designation of a god, is authenticated by Bhandar
kar especially in the tribe to which Krishna, according to
all

tradition,

belongs.

in which Krishna is men
The Ch?nd?gya Upanishad
tioned dates from pre-Buddhistic times, and since there
must surely be a historical basis for the war between the
and P?ndavas, described in theMah?bh?rata,
Kauravas
in which Krishna took part, the period of Krishna's
life
must be set considerably earlier than that of Buddha.
Indian mythology places the incarnation of Vishnu as
Krishna in the interval between the ages of Dv?para and
Kali, i. e., before the beginning of the present eon.44 As
early as the sixth century before Christ the Krishna cult
must have flourished in its fullest bloom, because the ruins
of the temple discovered in December, 1896, by F?hrer
at Rummind?i on the southeastern border of Nepal, bear
44
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witness that the ancestors of Buddha worshiped among
other objects of their devotion Krishna's
favorite wife,
Rukmin?.45

The

local name

Rummind?i

is the vernacular

corruption of Rukmin? dev?, "the goddess Rukmin?."
At any rate Krishna belonged to an age inwhich the
Kshatriyas had a more important share in the promotion
of the spiritual life of India than the Brahmans, who in
those centuries squandered their strength mainly in the
development of the sacrificial system and in speculations
on the significance of the sacrifices, until theywere seized
by the loftier ideas which proceeded from the Kshatriya
caste

and were

aroused

to more

worthy

manifestation

of

their abilities. Krishna, the founder of a theistic religion,
probably preceded by some centuries the atheistic founders
Buddha and Mah?v?ra, the originator of the Jaina sect;
but all three were Kshatriyas, as were also the founders
of themonistic doctrine of the Brahman-Atman, according
to the evidence of the older Uponishads.46
I was obliged thus far to discuss these preliminary
points about Krishna and the origin ofKrishnaism in order
to be able to approach themost important question in this
chapter.
THE

CHILD

KRISHNA.

That Christian elements entered into the later phases
of Krishnaism is undeniable and will not be contradicted
by any Indologue. This will be further discussed later
on. But there is lack of unanimity as to the time from
which the Christian influencemust be assumed, especially
whether it is to be already found in the later parts of the
45
Karl

to A. Paul, Krischnas
in the introductory
Neumann
preface
Eugen
at the conclusion
Neumann
of this
1905, 6, 7. When
Munich,
Weltengang,
and many of the unessential
parts of the legend
says "that all essential
preface
a state
are derived
from the epoch of the ancient Vedic
of Krishna
hymns/'
is contradicted
ment
is made, without
any attempt at proof, which
by the en
in any case does
it extend back to
Not
tire character
of the Krishna
legend.
the ancient Vedic
period.
48
zur indischen Kulturgeschichte,
See my Beitr?ge
1903, 1 ff.
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Mah?bh?rata
serving to glorify Krishna.
J. Kennedy,
one of the champions in favor of the affirmative, in har
and Weber,
mony with earlier expositions of Wilson
a
in
the
of
of
Krishna.47
conception
speaks
complete change
He says that until about 500 A. D. Krishna was a thor
oughly warlike god, a destroyer of giants and dragons;
but that then his character suddenly and completely
changed; that all at once he became an idyllic pastoral
god, a child growing up to young manhood and also a god
of love; that the Krishna child especially threw the older
Krishna and other deities in the shade and everywhere
made

victorious

headway.

This

last

is cor

observation

rect and verifies a fact whose significance for the history
of religion is greatly underestimated by Oldenberg when
he asks48what ultimate significance the idyll of theKrishna
In a later essay49 Kennedy ex
child has forHinduism.
plains this alleged sudden change by the assumption that
about that time Scythian (i. e., Central Asiatic) nomads
brought the "child-god" from the north toMathur? and
with him a Christian legend and a Christian festival.
This entire theory fails under critical investigation.
The sudden change in the conception of Krishna was really
a very gradual transformation the beginnings of which
take us back to a very much earlier time than Kennedy
supposes. Since this scholar places particular weight upon
the significance of Krishna as a child, I will first take up
this point in detail.
The earliest connected narrative of Krishna's birth
"the
and childhood50 is to be found in the Harivamsha,
an
i.
of
to
of
the
e.,
Hari,
Vishnu,"
appendix
genealogy
4TJRAS, 1907,486.
48
Indien
40
"The

und
child

20.

die Religionswissenschaft,
Krishna,

Christianity,

and

the Gujars,"

1907,

JRAS,

951

992, especially 976, 981 ff.,989. Similarly also Hopkins in India Old and New,
162.

60
Two
in a passage

subordinate
acknowledged

are briefly mentioned
features
to be a late interpolation.

in Mbh.,

II,

1439, 40,
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Mah?bh?rata which as early as the fifthcenturyA. D. was
considered a component part of the great epic51 and can
not have

been

written

earlier.

essentially

The

Harivam

sha in its second part?which is the greatest and most im
portant of its three divisions?treats ofVishnu incarnated
as Krishna, but not of the ally of the P?ndavas and the
promulgator of religious doctrines as does theMah?bh?
rata proper ; rather does it offer a legendary biography of
Krishna from his birth together with all the heroic deeds,
adventures and love stories which we find also in the later
Purana literature. Especially the fifthbook of theVishnu
2
pur ?na5 and the tenth of the Bh?gavatapur?na which in
deed is much more extensive, agree pretty well in sub
stance with theKrishna part (Vishnuparvan) of theHari
vamsha.

I shall give only the beginning of this biography of
Krishna, which has special importance for us, as told in
Winternitz's

sum

and

summary,53

up

the

rest

in a

few

words.

"In the city of Mathur? there reigned a wicked king
N?rada told him that he would meet death at the
Kamsa.
hands of the eighth son of Devak?, the sister of his father
and thewife of Vasudeva.
Thereupon Kamsa determined
to slay all the children of Devak?. He had his servants
keep a strictwatch on Devak?, and six of her children were
put to death as soon as theywere born. The seventh child?
who was that brother of Krishna later known as "R?ma
"Balar?ma"

the ploughshare,"

with

or "Baladeva"?was

rescued by Nidr?, the goddess of sleep, who took the child
from his mother before his birth and transferred him to
Rohin?, another of Vasudeva's wives. But the eighth son,
81
Winternitz,

Geschichte

"Translated

into German

1905.

58
Op.

cit., I, 381.

der

indischen

by A.

Paul,

Litteratur,
Krischnas

I, 395.
Weltengang,

Munich,
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who was Krishna, Vasudeva
from Kamsa,

exchanged

himself, in order to save him

as

soon

as he was

born

for the

daughter who had been born at the same time to the shep
So the shepherd's daugh
herd folk,Nanda and Yashod?.
terwas hurled against a rock byKamsa while Krishna was
thought to be the son of a shepherd and grew up among
the herdsmen. To the guardianship of the herdsman's
entrusted R?ma also, and the two boys
family,Vasudeva
grew

up

While

human

as herdsmen."

together

yet an infantKrishna gave evidence of his super

power,

and when

a

boy performed

miraculous

and

heroic deeds which caused him to be considered the special
guardian

of pastoral

life.

For

instance

a ter

he overcame

rible snake-demon in theYamun? and compelled him with
all his train to withdraw into the ocean; and during a
frightful storm he held a mountain as a protection over
the shepherds and their flocks for seven days so that they
remained uninjured. Although the shepherds wished be
cause of these deeds toworship him as a god, he preferred
to pursue his life among then! simply as their friend and

kinsman.

Now

for

the first

time

are

described

his

noc

turnal revels, frolics and dances with the shepherd girls
who are all in love with him and sing of his heroic deeds.
Of all these deeds inwhich Krishna overcomes a vast
number

of men

and demons

and

once

even

the god

of death

in the lower world, we need mention here only one, the
In his resi
revenge he took on his wicked uncle Kamsa.
dence at Mathur?, this king heard of the deeds of valor of
the two young herdsmen Krishna and R?ma, and because
he was afraid of them he concluded to put them out of the
way by strategy. He invited them to his capital to a fes
tival and a contest with two of his strongest wrestlers.
The two young heroes came and killed the powerful wrest
lers, and when King Kamsa in his wrath commanded the
victors to be driven from the country,Krishna laid hold of
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the king, drew him on to the place of combat and killed

him.

In

the beginning

Krishna,

Kennedy

of

of this legendary biography

sees,

as

others

have

seen

before

him,

an imitation of Christian prototypes. The slaughter of
children is thought to have been copied from
Vasudeva's
the slaughter of the innocents at Bethlehem, and the early
life of Krishna in a shepherd community from the birth
of Christ among the shepherds. The agreements in the
are

two parallels

certainly

not

so remarkable

as

to make

at first sight the dependence of these features of the
Krishna legend upon theNew Testament narratives very
probable. Still in this case we do not need to establish our
position

upon

such general

considerations

but

are

so for

tunate as to be able to prove positively the incorrectness of
the loan hypothesis.
In Pata?jali's Mah?bh?shya, the great commentary on
the grammar of Panini which was written in themiddle of
the second century B. C, we find several examples of
Krishna's hostile relation to his uncle Kamsa:
"Krishna
was hostile to his uncle" (2, 3, 36), "V?sudeva, as every
(3, 2, in), and in 3, 1, 26, the
body knows, slew Kamsa"
Kamsavadha,

"the

slaying

of Kamsa,"

"the capture of the demon Bali,"

known

acts

iar material

the

alibandha,

that is to say, two well

or Vishnu,
are mentioned
as
dramatic
presentations
rhapsodies,

of Krishna,
for

and

famil
and

paintings.54 That enmity existed between Krishna and his
uncle Kamsa and that the latter had met his death at the
hands of his nephew, were accordingly features of the
Krishna legend knowledge of which could be assumed to
This requires
be general at the time of theMah?bh?shya.
a further line of argument. The features of the legend we
have given represent at any rate such a remarkable di
"A. Weber, Ind. Stud., 13, 353ff-,488 ff.; A. Berriedale Keith, JRAS,
1908, 172ff.
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state of things

between

near

rela

tives, that where a story was in circulation in which the
nephew is the foe of his uncle and slays him, the cause of
this abnormal relation must also have been a part of the
story.

Whoever

was

acquainted

with

these

features

must

also have been familiar with the attempts of the uncle to
put out of theway the nephew whom he feared. Whence
it follows that at the time of theMah?bh?shya
those cir
cumstances

too were

already

generally

known

which

ac

had taken
cording to the narrative of the Harivamsha
at
and
after
the
birth
of
Krishna, and that
place before,
chil
especially the story of the slaughter of Vasudeva's
is
the
of
the
older than
dren
story
slaughter of the inno
cents

at Bethlehem.

Accordingly in the second century before Christ, not
only the powerful hero Krishna, but even the Krishna
child already played a significant r?le in Brahman India,
and indeed the divine child since (as we have seen above,
pages 338 and 342) Krishna had been worshiped as God
as early as the sixth century B. C. in Buddha's native
land,55 and his identificationwith Vishnu was established
by the fourth century B. C.
The divine child Krishna accordingly does not appear
in India suddenly about 500 A. D. as Kennedy tells us,
but was known there at least 700 years earlier, and indeed
in his particular relation to pastoral life. Therefore his
veneration is of genuinely Indian origin.
Hence itwould not be necessary to examine critically
Kennedy's assumption that it was the Gujars (Sanskrit,
Gurjara) who brought theworship of the Christchild from
Central Asia toMathur? about 500 A. D.
But the ab
solute untenability of the theory just refuted becomes even
65
to the western
Hindus
The
Brahmanic
who
part
emigrated
also worshipers
of V?sudeva
in the second century A. D. were
1.3 to be assumed
of those who
settled on the island Madura
Indische
Altertumskunde,
II, 2d ed., 1112.
Lassen,
India
same

of

further
; and the
near Java.
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clearer when we recognize that the speculations upon which
Kennedy found his standpoint hang entirely inmidair. We
are not clear eitherwith regard to the ethnological position
nor the original home of theGujars, who first appear in the
northwest part of the Punjab in the middle of the sixth
century A. D. and later extend farther south especially
Nor have
over the peninsula named for them Gujar?t.
we

any

account

that

the Gujars?and

indeed

as

early

as

the region ofMathur? ;nothing
about 500 A. D.?reached
we
that
know about them speaks in favor of this. But
before all else we shall ask whether theGujars were Chris
tians or were so imbuedwith Christian conceptions thatwe
may assume that through their influence the Krishna
legend was transformed in the Christian meaning. And
would the Brahmanic Indians inMathur?, who belonged
to a much higher grade of civilization, have been very
ready to accept instruction from a crude race of immigrant
nomads ? As an answer to the first question we findKen
nedy56 suggesting the hypothesis that the Gujars "might
have acquired some tincture of Christianity, either from
their neighbors in Central Asia or from their connection
with

Christians

among

the H?nas."

For

the Gujars

are

mentioned in connection with theHuns and probably pene
trated into India togetherwith them.57 Somewhat farther
down Kennedy says (p. 990) : "Probably the nomads who
brought the new god toMathur? knew little of Christian
men who
ity except the stories of the Infancy." Hence
knew so little of Christianity, and possibly not even that,
who according to Kennedy at best?"might have" shows
how insecure Kennedy feels the basis of his reasoning to
come only into the most external contact with
be?had
Christianity, are supposed to have had sufficientinterest in
it to carry the doctrine of the Christchild to other nations !
?JRAS, 1907,989.
KHoernle and
Stark,History of India, 61.
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To spread religious teachings among foreign people and
those of another faith usually requires a zeal enkindled
by the strongest conviction.
But enough ! It may be maintained with absolute cer
tainty that Christianity, theGujars, and the date 500 A. D.
have nothing to do with the appearance of theKrishnachild
in the religious life of India. The appearance of Christian
features in the legends of Krishna's birth and childhood
and in the Krishna cult did not take place at the earliest
until two centuries later and must be placed to the account
of the Nestorian

missions.

As with the beginning of theKrishna legend the case is
the same with another of its features which is referred by
Hopkins to a Christian prototype in a way entirely incom
prehensible to me.58 1 refer to the flirtations of Krishna
with the shepherdesses inwhich Hopkins sees a reflection
of "eternal Christianity" which he declares to be as "palp
in Christianity ismeant
able" as it is "shocking." What
to
Hopkins, interpreted in India
spiritually is, according
physically and carnally. "The love of the Bridegroom is
sensual; the brides of God are drunken dancing girls."
The truth is we have the same development on both
sides. Sensual love which is celebrated in the Old Testa
ment marriage songs of Canticles is raised to a spiritual
sense by Christian symbolism when it ismade to represent
the longing of the human soul for the Saviour under the
image of the bridal relation. In likemanner in India the
much celebrated love of the shepherdesses for Krishna
later became spiritualized and was given a new meaning in
the sense of the ardent love of man for the deity.
It would be too strange for a legend relating the life of
Krishna among the shepherds to have contained nothing
of the love and admiration felt by the rustic maidens for
the hero and of his love affairs with them; for in the
68
Religions of India, 430.
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popular view all heroes of extraordinary strength are in
exhaustible in the enjoyment of love, and in spite of all
of

renunciation

the world

and

the erotic

asceticism,

ele

ment plays a much larger part in the life of the highly
sensually organized Hindus than in theOccident. There
fore this feature of theKrishna legend has not originated
by the adoption and degradation of a Christian idea, but
it is genuinely Indian and is precisely demanded by the
situation ;moreover it is older then the entrance of Chris
tian influences into Brahman India. For even though
Krishna's flirtations are treated in poetic form for the
first time in the Harivamsha59 yet their conception dates
from a much earlier time. As early as in theMah bh rata (2,2291) Krishna is addressed by Draupadi as the
in a pas
"lover of the shepherdesses" (Gop janapriya)
sage belonging to one of the older portions of the great
epic, where there can be no question of the possibility of
a Christian influencewhich in the opinion of Hopkins is
supposed
There

to be "obvious."
now

remain

for our

consideration

only

two more

features of Krishnaism which are found as early as in
and whose derivation from Christianity
theMahabharata

has

been

not

infrequently

asserted

or

surmised.

These

are the conception of Krishna as the god who loves man
kind and the requirement to render toKrishna a believing
love. These two features appear most distinctly in the
Bhagavadg t , themost splendid portion of theMah bh
rata,

and

they have

found

there

their most

significant

ex

pression. Since theBhagavadg t on account of itsunique
position in India which has been maintained down to the
present day, and on account of its many parallels with
theNew Testament, requires a separate investigation, the
divine love which this song celebrates in its twofold sense
69
in the tenth book of Bh gavata
This
is done
later most
extensively
in Jayadeva's
fashion
and in an esthetically
complete
Gitagovinda.

pur na,
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will best be treated in an article on the Bhagavadg?t?.
But even here it iswell to point out that for reasons which
will then be duly considered the assumption of Christian
influence upon the Bhagavadg?t? is impossible. Therefore
I come back towhat I have said in the beginning, that the
fantastic account of Shvetadvipa in the twelfth book of
theMah?bh?rata must be characterized as the only portion
of the epic inwhich a remote echo of Christianity is to be
found with any degree of certainty.
Richard
T?bingen,

Germany.

Garbe.

